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ABSTRACT

Physicians play a crucial role in helping patients make life or death decisions. However, all healthcare professionals have personal beliefs and biases that influence these decisions. This paper explores how physicians are able to uphold the Hippocratic ideal of doing what is in the best interest of the patient while taking into account their personal beliefs and biases. The paper begins by analyzing existing schools of thought around how to do what is best for the patient. While there are many different views, this paper looks at the main three: the bioethical movement, the paternalistic approach to medicine, and the religiously-inspired ideals of medicine. Upon exploring these approaches, the paper suggests that physicians adopt the subjective Health Belief Model (HBM) when helping patients make life-altering decisions. The paper applies the model to in vitro genetic testing to show the model’s positive impact on the physician-patient relationship. The paper concludes by addressing other uses for the HBM and limitations of the model.
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INTRODUCTION

Physicians play an important role in helping patients make life or death decisions. Patients trust their doctors to guide them towards the “right” decision. Thus, it is crucial for physicians to give quality medical care and advice without having personal beliefs tainting the care they provide to patients. Physicians are humans, so it is expected that their personal beliefs will impact their judgment. However, there are some instances where physicians feel their personal viewpoints or morals prevent them from providing treatment or referring patients to other doctors who are willing and able to provide the necessary treatment. Physicians are supposed to, per the Hippocratic Oath, provide care that is “for the good of my patient;” however, when there are external and internal influences that cause a physician to either withhold care or pertinent information, the doctor-patient relationship ultimately suffers.

Take for instance the following story. A woman walks into an abortion clinic and is denied an abortion because the doctor says it is against his religious beliefs. It sounds like the opening to a bad joke, but this is the sad reality for many girls and women. In the fall of 2017, many pregnant, undocumented immigrant girls were in federal custody and denied their right to have an abortion. Although the minor undocumented girls completed the necessary state medical procedures to get an abortion without parental permission, the government found a way to prevent access to counseling or an abortion. Since the girls are living in a shelter that is operated by the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops and funded by grant money from the Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Refugee Resettlement (“ORR”), the government interfered and upheld the religious principles of the shelter. In one instance, an undocumented girl was given an abortion pill without the ORR approving the procedure. Once the ORR knew that the girl was given the pill, the ORR director, Scott Lloyd, wrote to the doctor commanding that the girl not be given the second abortion pill. Lloyd intervened again, telling the hospital not to give her the pill unless death was imminent.
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The hospital went through the necessary medical tests and pushed back against Lloyd’s demands.\textsuperscript{114} Court documents show that in the end, the ORR did allow the girl to go ahead and take the second pill, which terminated her pregnancy.\textsuperscript{115} However, prior to the termination, “the ORR had made inquiries about the efficacy of administering progesterone as a means of stopping the abortion.”\textsuperscript{116}

While this story seems outlandish, it is not uncommon for women to be turned away or dissuaded from getting an abortion. While the exact number of women who are denied abortions annually does not exist, there is data to suggest that women who are turned away tend to have worse life outcomes including higher rates of poverty and increased prevalence of mental health problems.\textsuperscript{117} In fact, 67% of “turnaways” were below the poverty line compared to 56% of women who got abortions.\textsuperscript{118} Additionally, the study found that one week after getting the abortion, 97% of women who obtained an abortion felt that abortion was the right decision, whereas 65% of the women who were turned away still wished they had been able to obtain an abortion.\textsuperscript{119} All of this is to say that, despite the government intervening to protect the minor’s best interest, the data shows that getting the abortion was the best thing she could have done.

“According to the World Health Organization (“WHO”), every year 21.6 million women worldwide have an unsafe abortion.”\textsuperscript{120} “Of these unsafe abortions, 18.5 million are in developing countries.”\textsuperscript{121} “Complications from unsafe abortions kill 47,000 women each year; these women make up nearly 13% of all maternal deaths.”\textsuperscript{122} These reasons include doctors turning people away on religious grounds, as well as state laws that deny abortions to women after a certain number of weeks.\textsuperscript{123} In addition to religious and governmental intervention, people are denied medical care for numerous reasons, and many of these reasons have to do with how physicians comply with societal pressure to not uphold the Hippocratic Oath.\textsuperscript{124}

Denying a woman an abortion is not the only instance where women are denied medical care for one reason or another.\textsuperscript{125} For example, women are often denied
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prescriptions for contraception, and transgender patients are deprived of hormone therapy.\textsuperscript{126} Additionally, women have been prevented from receiving in vitro fertilization or in vitro genetic testing for a myriad reasons.\textsuperscript{127} The ethical dilemma that physicians face when deciding whether to perform a procedure despite the procedure being against the physician’s moral values is one that is not easy to solve. However, for any physician to provide quality care that is in the best interest of the patient, the physician must do their best to put their own personal beliefs to the side.

When determining what information will be provided to a patient, a physician is making judgments that are based on their personal beliefs. No matter how good of a doctor one may be, a doctor is human, which means that they have biases, beliefs, morals, values, etc. which all impact the information they are or are not willing to provide a patient. Given that these beliefs have a substantial impact on a patient’s quality of care, the question of whether the physician is acting in the best interest of the patient should be considered.

While considering whether the physician is acting in the best interest of their patient, this paper suggests that it is also imperative to contemplate the following four questions:

1. Who should be deciding what should happen to patients in the first place;
2. Should it be the physician who has undergone four years of medical school plus however many years of residency;
3. Should it be left entirely up to the patient or her family; or,
4. Should there be a way for physicians to help guide the patient and her family to a decision?

If we accept the fourth question as the best one; that we should find a way for physicians to help guide families towards making the best decision, then we are left with the question of how to ensure that the physician’s advice is entirely unbiased or the least problematic. Before diving into the three existing solutions to the “who gets to decide” question, it is essential to note that no matter how hard a physician tries, a physician will always carry some bias. Doctors are human. Humans have biases, both conscious and unconscious, which makes it entirely unrealistic to assume that a physician will not bring personal prejudices into these conversations.

In a way, this question is a catch-22. If a physician solely decides, the physician’s personal beliefs will undoubtedly have some impact on the decision that is made. Conversely, if the patient chooses, the outcome is tainted by personal beliefs coupled with a lack of medical knowledge. Finally, if we combine a physician’s suggestion with the


patient’s ultimate decision, bias remains. The physician’s partialities will primarily influence the patient’s decision since the physician informed the patient about the choices they had, and what the physician chose to disclose or suggest was based on personal judgments of what is best for the patient. Rather than adopt the unrealistic view that physicians should be entirely unbiased, we should acknowledge that biases will always exist and look for ways in which physicians can give unproblematic suggestions. Unproblematic opinions can take many forms and, much like physicians, each patient will have a differing view as to what an unproblematic suggestion looks like. This paper does not set out to take on the impossible task of creating a model that rids physicians of their biases; instead, it seeks to explore options that will enable a physician to make more unproblematic suggestions. In turn, this allows patients to feel empowered and like they are receiving care that is in their best interest and not to further their doctor’s underlying agenda.

The first part of this paper will begin by looking at the different definitions that physicians operate under. This paper will look at the bioethics movement, the paternalistic approach, and religiously-inspired approaches to see how different physicians define “good of my patient.” Secondly, the paper will explore how physicians have tried to remedy these discrepancies and offer an approach that takes these various viewpoints into account. Finally, the proposed method will be applied to the controversial procedure of in vitro genetic testing to see if this proposed approach addresses the concerns of each of the three primary understandings of the Hippocratic ideal.

I. THE PROBLEM: DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF “GOOD OF MY PATIENT”

The practice of medicine is based on trust, and the expectation is that physicians will care for patients without regard to medically irrelevant personal characteristics. However, physicians often bring their beliefs into their medical practices, which sometimes means a physician will deny care due to their morals or biases. Additionally, physicians have gone so far as to refuse to refer patients to other sources of care because of their personal beliefs. As mentioned above, there are three main understandings of the Hippocratic ideal of devotion to the notion of “good of my patient.” The first understanding is from the bioethics movement’s patient-autonomy-oriented approach, that has been extant, especially in more progressive circles, since the 1970s. The second is a paternalistic understanding that calls upon physicians to make their best judgment about tests and treatments. The third deals with religiously-inspired understandings. The three perceptions will be discussed in greater detail below.
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A. Bioethics Movement’s Patient-Autonomy-Oriented Understanding

The word “bioethics” first appeared in 1969. It was invented by a medical researcher, Dr. Van Rensselaer Potter, to describe his idea of a broad field of study that would link human values with biological knowledge. The Encyclopedia of Bioethics defines this concept as “the systematic study of the moral dimensions – including moral vision, decisions, conduct, and policies – of the life science and healthcare, employing a variety of ethical methodologies in an interdisciplinary setting.”

When Potter invented the word “bioethics,” he saw life in its most comprehensive sense. He placed human experience within this extensive and evolving world. Despite this grand view of what bioethics should include, it was captured only by the biomedical sciences. However, when bioethicists talk about life, they do not just refer to the physical, but also the conscious, social, and historical experience as we understand it, have feelings about it, and evaluate it. Bioethics addresses questions about whether a human embryo is alive, not just in the biological sense but also in the human sense, meaning that it looks at the rights recognized by morality. To further bioethics, Tom Beauchamp and James Childress studied and proposed four principles that embody the bioethics approach to medicine.

The Beauchamp and Childress principles that set the agenda for bioethics are: respect for autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence, and justice. Despite other approaches that have been proposed, the Four Principle Method has achieved wide popularity. The first, respect for autonomy, is defined as “acknowledg[ing] a person’s right to hold views, to make choices, and to take actions based on personal values and beliefs.” “The principles of nonmaleficence and beneficence refer to the moral duty to refrain from harming persons and the obligation, under many circumstances, to contribute to their welfare.” Justice refers to the complex of ideas that center around the basic moral duty to treat persons equally and fairly, in accord with their needs, efforts, contributions, and merit.” The principles are viewed as a framework of norms within which one can reflect upon and attempt to resolve moral problems. These principles reflect “common morality,” that is, principles that would be accepted by most thoughtful persons in every culture. In order to understand these terms, this paper looks at each in greater detail below.
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The first prong of the Beauchamp and Childress bioethics principles is “respect for autonomy.”\textsuperscript{149} The bioethical movement views personal autonomy as “self-rule that is free from both controlling interference by others and limitations that prevent meaningful choice, such as inadequate understanding.”\textsuperscript{150} For example, “the autonomous individual acts freely in accordance with a self-chosen plan,” whereas someone with diminished autonomy is controlled, in some capacity, by others.\textsuperscript{151}

Despite the evolution of the word, all theories of autonomy agree that two conditions are essential—liberty and agency.\textsuperscript{152} Liberty means that there is “independence from controlling influences.”\textsuperscript{153} Agency refers to a “capacity for intentional action.”\textsuperscript{154} When it comes to focusing on autonomous decision-making, the focus shifts from the autonomous person to autonomous choice, which is actual governance rather than capacity for governance.\textsuperscript{155} Autonomous action happens when a person makes everyday choices without help.\textsuperscript{156} In these instances, the person acts in a way that is intentional, with understanding, and without controlling influences that determine their action.\textsuperscript{157} For an individual to have their autonomous choices respected and acknowledged, it is imperative that the individual make decisions in this manner according to the Beauchamp and Childress model.\textsuperscript{158} This model begs the question of how a female patient can act in a way that is completely autonomous when it comes to making decisions about her health.\textsuperscript{159} Assuming that the girl has seen at least one doctor by the time she has to make a decision about her health, the individual has already had a controlling influence, the doctor, impact her decision.\textsuperscript{160} Since it is unlikely that a layperson will be able to make any health-related decision without first seeing a physician, aside from making the decision to go to the doctor, it is impossible for a patient to be fully autonomous when making any decision about their health.\textsuperscript{161}

The second prong of the Beauchamp and Childress principles is “nonmaleficence.”\textsuperscript{162} Nonmaleficence asserts an obligation not to inflict harm intentionally.\textsuperscript{163} This principle has been associated with the maxim “Above all [or first] do no harm.”\textsuperscript{164} Philosophers tend to treat nonmaleficence and beneficence as the opposite of one another, but Beauchamp and Childress treat these as separate, but not opposite, principles.\textsuperscript{165} They distinguish the two principles by stating “[o]bligations of nonmaleficence are usually more stringent than obligations of beneficence, and [in some cases] nonmaleficence may override beneficence, even if the best utilitarian outcome
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would be obtained by acting beneficently.’”\textsuperscript{166} To further illustrate this point, the authors use the hypothetical, “[i]f a surgeon, for example, could save two innocent lives by killing a prisoner on death row to retrieve his heart and liver for transplantation, this outcome would have the highest net utility, but it is not morally defensible.”\textsuperscript{167} Although nonmaleficence carries a stricter standard than beneficence, it is altogether seen as more reasonable, particularly when the alleged benefit involves a question of morality.\textsuperscript{168} In a case where there is a conflict between right and wrong, like in the example above, nonmaleficence wins.\textsuperscript{169} The principle of nonmaleficence is straightforward since the underlying principle is to do no harm, even if there is a benefit to the harm that is being done.\textsuperscript{170} Under the nonmaleficence principle, in instances where a woman goes to the doctor for an abortion, the doctor could deny the patient if the doctor felt like harm would be done to the baby, despite the possible health and economic benefits the mother might receive as a result of the procedure. Similarly, the doctor could turn the woman away should the doctor be morally opposed to abortions and feel as if abortions would do some reprehensible harm to the mother. Even though, nonmaleficence appears to be straightforward on its face and promotes doing good for the patient instead of doing any harm, there are many instances where a physician may justify the refusal of treatment because of the potential for harm to the patient.

The third prong is “beneficence.”\textsuperscript{171} Doing right by others requires not only that we treat people autonomously and refrain from harming them, but also that we contribute to their overall well-being.\textsuperscript{172} Contributing to a person’s well-being is essentially the concept of beneficence.\textsuperscript{173} This third prong takes into account not just positive beneficence but also utility – benefits and drawbacks must be balanced.\textsuperscript{174} Most people agree that all morally decent individuals should act in the best “interest of their children, friends, and other parties in special relationships.”\textsuperscript{175} However, under the bioethics lens, the concept of general beneficence argues that physicians must act impartially to promote the interests of persons beyond this limited scope of relationships.\textsuperscript{176} When it comes to physicians doing what is in the best interest of every patient they interact with, they appear to be engaging in this idea of general beneficence.\textsuperscript{177}

In theory, this idea of a physician treating everyone who steps into her practice with the same quality of care and amount of concern seems good.\textsuperscript{178} We want our physicians to do what is best for us, and we want them to perform in the best possible manner. However, when broken down, much like the above example with nonmaleficence, this prong runs into some problems. By engaging in general beneficence, the physician will be acting impartially to promote the interests of all people.\textsuperscript{179} General beneficence means that if a
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A physician believes that abortion is morally wrong for all people, then the physician can turn away all patients because he believes it is in everyone’s best interest not to get an abortion. The counterargument is that people who went to that one doctor could effortlessly go to another doctor whose moral beliefs align with theirs and go forward with the decision to get an abortion. While that is true in many instances, there are plenty of places, both in the United States and elsewhere, where there is not another doctor for hundreds of miles. It is unfair and unjust for anyone to be forced to seek out another physician just because the first physician believed that her moral compass was superior to the patient’s needs. While it is impossible for any physician to be entirely objective, the concept of beneficence, much like nonmaleficence, appears to leave too much room for physician discretion, which increases the likelihood that physicians will make problematic suggestions to patients.

The fourth and final prong is “justice.” Inequality plagues the healthcare system in the United States; however, inequality is not necessarily a uniquely moral problem that is specific to healthcare. When it comes to trying to fix the inequality that is so openly spoken of, there is often great uncertainty as to how to balance and “reconcile goals such as equal access to health care, the freedom to choose a health plan, health promotion, a free-market economy, social efficiency, and the beneficent state.” The principles surrounding justice seem to be impossible to attain since it is increasingly difficult to try to make everything equal for every person. In an attempt to make the concept of justice seem fair, Beauchamp and Childress break the concept of justice down further into “justice” and “distributive justice.” Justice is viewed as “fair, equitable, and appropriate treatment in light of what is due or owed to persons.” Comparatively, the term distributive justice refers to “fair, equitable, and appropriate distribution of benefits and burdens determined by norms that structure the terms of social cooperation.” Typically, this includes policies that give benefits and burdens such as “property, resources, taxation, privileges, and opportunities.” The scope of distributive justice leads to problems that arise due to lack of resources and people fighting over the available resources. Given this, compromise must happen. To further explain the necessary trade-offs, Beauchamp and Childress provide the following example:

An interdisciplinary panel of distinguished physicians, ethicists, and lawyers considered the merits and demerits of using modern technology to produce an artificial heart—the so-called totally implantable artificial heart. The panel narrowed the alternatives to three possibilities: (1) produce no heart because it is too expensive; (2) produce a heart powered by nuclear energy; or (3) produce a heart with an electric motor and rechargeable batteries. Eventually, the panel decided that, on balance, the battery-powered heart posed fewer risks to the recipient, to his or her family, and to other members of society than the nuclear-powered heart. In assessing each alternative, the panel considered its implications for the quality of life of
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recipients, its cost to society, and its relative expense in comparison with other medical needs that could be met instead. The panel concluded that, despite the substantial costs, it would be unjust not to allocate money to develop the artificial heart for those in need of it (on the grounds that distributive justice requires it), but that the nuclear-powered heart would create a greater risk to society than could be justified.\textsuperscript{189}

Considering the alternatives is typical of distributive justice as it does not look at the aggregate risks, costs, and benefits of various options, but also their distribution throughout society.\textsuperscript{190} The principle of justice appears to have the best interest of the patient as well as society in mind. While physicians can have their beliefs influence their concept of justice, the example above shows that there is more of a safeguard in place since these conversations tend to take place when others are present, which means that having one singular person’s morals influence the entire outcome is unlikely. While the “justice prong” of Beauchamp and Childress’s four-prong test appears to be the most likely to accomplish the goal of doing what is truly in the best interest of patients, the ability to achieve the widespread justice takes time, effort, and resources that many physicians do not have.\textsuperscript{191} Change takes time, while the story of the artificial heart is only one long paragraph, the amount of time it took for the team to come up with the final verdict was long and tiresome. When it comes to dealing with patients, physicians should keep the idea of distributive justice in mind; however, a more streamlined system would greatly benefit patients and physicians. A more streamlined system, like the proposed Health Belief Model (“HBM”), would allow patients to feel like they are getting the best possible care based on their situation, which would satisfy the “justice prong.” Additionally, a model like the HBM would allow physicians to feel as if they are acting in the best interest of their patients without worrying about problematic suggestions impacting the patient’s quality of care.

In addition to the criteria that Beauchamp and Childress set out, Jonsen’s book mentions feminist and feminine bioethics as two essential styles of bioethics.\textsuperscript{192}

These two styles are similar in that they arise from the experience of women as healthcare providers, caretakers, patients, and compassionate observers. They differ in that the former draws on analyses of social and cultural power to show how male hegemony defines moral issues so as to preserve male authority; the latter proposes that a style of moral perception and behavior unique to women inclines them to define moral problems regarding community and connectedness between people, while men define them as problems of rights and contracts. For example, feminist bioethicists may view informed consent as a mechanism of male dominance in which the flow of information from male physicians to women patients predestines the result. Women, in this view, must control the information about their own bodies.\textsuperscript{193}
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Later, this paper proposes the HBM, which allows a patient to control the information she is given about her body and then inform the physician what she would like to do with the information she has been provided. While the feminist bioethics approach tends to apply solely to women, the HBM refers to every person, no matter how they choose to identify. “A feminine bioethics approach may be less skeptical about the very practice of informed consent but will approach disputes over consent to procedures not as clashes between the rights of patients and duties of doctors but as settings for negotiation and conciliation.”

“Bioethics’ absorption into medicine brings it into contact with … medical ethics.” “The rules of professional medical ethics aim to preserve the profession’s reputation and respectability in the eyes of the public.” Generally, the purpose of this form of ethics is to maintain professional competence. For example, “[i]t forbids certain acts, such as sexual contact with patients and exploitation of their vulnerability,” and it promotes generosity. These appear to be ethical codes that refer to the specific professional dos and don’ts in the medical field; however, these are dramatically different from the principles of medical bioethics since bioethics focuses on the four guiding principles that govern professional, ethical conduct between the physician and the patient.

Talking about a person’s quality of life might be a mistake when the person is suffering and precluded from activities she previously enjoyed. Meaning that when a person’s life is prolonged, say by putting the person on a ventilator when she is comatose or permanently unconscious, preserving the quality of life is a futile effort since there is a small chance the person will ever be able to regain “cognitive or sapient life.”

A less extreme example of the futility argument can be seen below. The procedure called cardiopulmonary resuscitation [which] revives a heart that has suddenly stopped by an aggressive combination of chest massage, forced mouth-to-mouth breathing, electric shock to the heart, and heart-stimulating drugs. After it was introduced in the 1950s, it was widely used both in hospitals and by emergency responders. However, it was noticed that in many persons, this strenuous intervention failed, and those that survived soon died of the underlying diseases that had brought on their cardiac arrest. Providers began to ask whether it was possible to determine when cardiac resuscitation might be futile and thus omitted. Today, it is common to designate seriously ill, hospitalized patients as “Do not resuscitate” . . . when doctors judge that resuscitation would be futile, that is, would not serve the patient’s interests.

This idea begs the question of who gets to decide. Physicians have a better understanding of the data that surrounds the likelihood of a person surviving the cardiac episode. However, leaving it up to a doctor to decide whether or not a person will be given
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a chance to recover, should her heart stop on the operating table, seems cruel and like there is room for error.

The bioethical approach to medicine strives to ensure that patients feel like their wants, needs, and concerns are heard. The autonomy prong of the bioethical model seeks to respect a patient’s choice; however, even if the physician adopts a solely autonomous approach and does whatever the patient says he wants to do, predispositions of physicians will find their way into conversations with patients. Using a baseline model, while not perfect, ensures the patient feels like her voice is heard throughout the process and that the physician is not the sole person making the decision.

B. Paternalistic Understanding

The rise in diagnostic and therapeutic options has created the need for more medical decisions. The process of making these decisions remains vague. Many medical decisions are entirely made by the physician whereas others involve hearing the patient’s desires. In many instances, the decisions are not straightforward, and the choice the patient makes may not align with the advice of the physician. “Paternalism—choosing a course of action that is in the patient’s best interest but without the patient’s consent—serves as an integral value in ethical decision making.” It is a balance to other values, and it reflects an ethical obligation to withhold guidance or relinquish professional responsibility to patients.

Paternalism is typical in clinical practice and occurs in different degrees and scenarios. The paternalistic approach to medicine should “promote awareness, productive dialogue, and prevention of error in decision-making situations.” Respect for patient autonomy is imperative; however, medical decisions are often filled with emotions and can “induce distress, confusion, and conflict among patients and families,” which can either hinder the patient’s ability to make a decision or cause the patient not to want to participate in the decision-making process. In an example of a woman on life support whose lone surrogate decision-maker is unwilling to consent to treatment, the paternalistic approach to the Hippocratic ideal of “good of my patient” should apply. In these situations, emotions are at an all-time high and choosing to take a loved one off of life support is not an easy decision. Many would argue that the physician or another decision-maker should try to ascertain what the patient would have wanted had she been sufficiently able to opine. However, the situation is so laden with emotions that relying on the physician to help make the decision can be beneficial. Ideally, in a case such as this, patient autonomy is respected, but ultimately the physician makes the decision that is in the best interest of the patient.
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Experts in their respective fields understand the specific nuances that are considered best practice within the profession: “[p]hysicians are obligated to ensure quality and value in health care through education, expertise, and ethical practice patterns.”207 Proponents of this paternalistic approach believe that physicians cannot be forced into a system that relies solely on patient autonomy; autonomy, they hold, should be balanced with the “paternalistic obligation to uphold standards of care.”208 The paternalistic approach to medicine serves a purpose. Doctors know the nuances of medicine, whereas patients, despite their best efforts, are unlikely to know about these intricacies or understand them. However, there are plenty of opportunities for a physician to abuse her power. Doctors who do not balance their paternalistic approach with patient autonomy appear to be more inclined to abuse their power since they are unlikely to take into account why a person may be hesitating to do a procedure. A physician who solely employs the paternalistic approach has the potential to abuse her power by only telling patients about specific procedures. Low-income patients are especially vulnerable because the physician might withhold information about certain procedures because she believes the patient is unable to afford the out-of-pocket costs required.

Despite the benefits this paternalistic approach serves to patients, allowing a physician to have full reign over what he or she will and will not offer patients can lead to physicians providing care without taking into account what might be best for that individual patient. In essence, the paternalistic approach turns the Hippocratic ideal of “good of my patient” towards “I am doing what I think is best for my patient regardless of his wants,” which defeats the purpose.

C. Religiously-Inspired Understandings

Due to religious beliefs, some physicians refuse to provide medical care for patients. For example, doctors, nurses, and even midwives may choose to not prescribe contraception because of religious beliefs.209 The idea of allowing physicians to deny patients necessary treatment because of their religious beliefs goes against the “good of my patient” Hippocratic ideal. Until recently, there were no protections in place for physicians with sincerely held religious beliefs. Some medical providers were denied jobs or precluded from interviews when they disclosed to employers that they had religious beliefs that prevented them from providing certain types of care.210

There has been a recent shift in focusing on the religious characteristics of healthcare professionals, which leads to questions about how clinicians’ religious practice and traditions shape their professional practices.211 Given that medical professionals are in situations where they have to provide care that might go against their religious beliefs, disagreements about morally controversial medical interventions are visible and can impact the physician-patient relationship. In fact, religious differences account for much of the variation in physicians’ practices related to “morally controversial areas such as sexual and
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reproductive healthcare practices, end-of-life care, prayer, and other forms of interaction with patients regarding spiritual issues, as well as physicians’ judgments about their obligations when patients request morally controversial medical interventions."\textsuperscript{212} In light of their religious convictions and these contentious areas of medicine, physicians can and often do make prudential judgments about how to help their patients. When making these decisions, physicians use “the technical means available, taking everything else into account—including the scientific evidence, the patients’ wishes, and professional expectations, of course, but also including religious and other moral considerations.”\textsuperscript{213}

In January 2018, the Department of Health and Human Services Civil Rights Office (“HHS”) unveiled a new regulation as well as a new division that would protect medical professionals who are unable or unwilling to provide specific medical treatments due to religious beliefs.\textsuperscript{214} The new division of HHS – The Conscience and Religious Freedom Division – will oversee medical care providers and will not prevent physicians who have sincerely held religious beliefs from holding high up positions within their hospitals, clinics, etc.\textsuperscript{215} At the national press conference announcing the creation of the Conscience and Religious Freedom Division, Roger Severino, the head of civil-rights enforcement at HHS, said that “the state should not force people to go against their integrated view of humanity.”\textsuperscript{216} He also stated “that though there had been just 10 complaints from healthcare workers related to religious beliefs during the Obama administration, there have already been 34 in the first year of the Trump presidency.”\textsuperscript{217} In addition to the new division, HHS issued “a proposed rule that would affect as many as 745,000 hospitals and doctors’ offices” and require them to display announcements of “protections against religious discrimination on their job applications and employee manuals.”\textsuperscript{218} The rule will also “allow HHS to enforce protections for religious medical providers.”\textsuperscript{219}

Groups in support of this new rule believe it will assist the federal government in shielding healthcare employees from being forced into providing care that violates their deeply held moral beliefs.\textsuperscript{220} Reproductive-rights advocates oppose this new rule because of its worrisome effects. Advocates fear the new rule will surpass current regulations and enable a majority of health-care workers to refuse to deliver a wide variety of services to the public.\textsuperscript{221} The new rule does not require physicians to guide patients to other physicians, which is an obvious concern.\textsuperscript{222} For example, “a pharmacist could refuse to fill a prescription for birth control, a transgender patient could be denied hormone therapy, or a pediatrician could refuse to treat the child of gay parents.”\textsuperscript{223} The rule has not been finalized; however, there are concerns that when it becomes finalized, the proposed fears will materialize in some shape or form.\textsuperscript{224} “There are already federal laws that protect
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medical personnel from being required to provide abortions.”\textsuperscript{225} Additionally, “nearly every state also allows health-care providers to refuse to perform abortions, and 12 states allow them to refuse to provide contraceptives.”\textsuperscript{226} Six states extend this right to pharmacists, and allow them to decline to supply birth-control prescriptions.\textsuperscript{227}

The proposed rule holds that “conscientiously objecting physicians shouldn’t be required to refer patients to willing providers.” The rule defines “‘referral’ as providing ‘any information,’ including a phone number or website on a pamphlet, about a health service that the provider disagrees with.”\textsuperscript{228} This new rule begs the question of whether it infringes on a physician’s ethical duty to uphold the Hippocratic ideal of providing care that is in the best interest of her patient. Physicians go through extensive training to practice medicine. In addition to four years of medical school, they then have to apply to residency and pick a specialty, so assumedly, physicians know or should have an inkling of an idea of the types of treatments they will be required to perform. The idea that a physician goes into the field of medicine with the hope of inflicting her religious beliefs onto patients seems absurd; however, with the issuance of this new rule, it appears as if it might not be as far-fetched as one might have believed. One example of an argument is that a physician would not go into the OB/GYN field if she knew she would not be willing to at least refer a patient to another doctor who could provide services for women who wish to prevent pregnancy, terminate their pregnancy, or conceive a child. Conversely, another example argument is that a religious doctor would have gone into the OB/GYN field with the hope of doing “God’s work” and preventing women from getting abortions or having in vitro fertilization. The religious gynecologist might believe that it is immoral to have these procedures and is acting in the best interest of the patient.

The problem with the Hippocratic ideal is that it can be used in any situation. For example, a physician can say that it was “for the good of my patient that I performed in vitro fertilization.” Comparatively, a physician can argue that refusing to perform an in vitro fertilization procedure and not provide a referral was “for the good of my patient because it is immoral for someone to get pregnant in a laboratory and I do not want my patient to suffer the moral consequences.” While people make arguments as to why one justification is better than the other, this Hippocratic ideal is subjective and can help a physician justify her position so that the physician is still ethically aligned with the oath that she took before becoming a physician.

II. THE HEALTH BELIEF MODEL

Despite the different ways that doctors have chosen to apply the Hippocratic ideal of “good of my patient,” the underlying theme of each of these approaches is that physicians are acting in a manner that they believe to be in the best interest of their patient. It is human nature for people to have a set of core values and beliefs. Thus, no matter how hard anybody tries, the advice that is given will be tainted with some form of bias. However, a person can try to minimize the present bias by using different models to analyze solutions more objectively, which in turn reduces the number of problematic opinions that are brought to the conversation. Physicians’ personal views carry over into their professional lives. A physician’s personal views can influence how they interact with
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patients and the advice they give to them. Given this, developing an objective model so that physicians can provide the best possible care to patients is imperative. One such model is the Health Belief Model (“HBM”): the HBM “is a psychological model that attempts to explain and predict health behaviors.”

The HBM “was developed in the early 1950s by social scientists at the U.S. Public Health Service in order to understand the failure of people to adopt disease prevention strategies or [to obtain] screening tests for the early detection of disease.” Additionally, the HBM has been used “for patients’ responses to symptoms and compliance with medical treatments.”

The HBM “addresses the individual’s perceptions of the threat posed by a health problem (susceptibility, severity), the benefits of avoiding the threat, and factors influencing the decision to act.” Social psychologists “theorized that people’s beliefs about whether or not they were susceptible to disease, and their perceptions of the benefits of trying to avoid it, influenced their readiness to act.” The researchers concluded that “six main constructs influence people’s decisions about whether to take action to prevent, screen for, and control illness.” The six constructs are: “perceived susceptibility” (belief that a person is “susceptible to the condition”); “perceived severity” (belief that a person’s “condition has serious consequences”); “perceived benefits” (belief that “taking action would reduce [a person’s] susceptibility to the condition or its severity”); “perceived barriers” (belief that the “costs of taking action are outweighed by the benefits”); “cue to action” (the person is “exposed to factors that prompt action” (like an amniocentesis)); and “self-efficacy” (a person’s confidence in her ability “to successfully perform an action”).

By using a subjective model, such as the HBM, the doctor can distance herself from her personal beliefs when it comes to treating patients and, instead, can justify treatment because it is in the best interest of the patient as the patient understands his or her interest. In an ideal world, this allows doctors to treat every patient with the same quality of care that is not based on personal beliefs. While the HBM was created to explain and predict health-related behaviors, particularly the use of health services, when looking at it in conjunction with the Hippocratic ideal of “good of my patient,” the model is beneficial for all physicians to apply when treating patients. As mentioned above, it is impossible to entirely be rid of physician bias, even when using the HBM. However, the test can remove a physician’s reliance on her own bias to give all patients standardized care. Meaning that the physician will state the problem, possible solutions, and outcomes, and will then listen to the patients wants and concerns. From there, the physician and the patient, together, will reach a decision that is in the best interest of the patient. To get a sense of how the HBM works, the next section applies the HBM to the controversial issue of in vitro genetic testing.

---
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III. APPLICATION OF THE HEALTH BELief MODEL TO IN VITRO GENETIC TESTING

Genetic testing has been around for many years; however, recently more couples are opting to undergo in vitro testing procedures since “methods have improved, and more disease-causing genes have been discovered.”236 Despite the increase in interest and developments, many people believe that promoting genetic testing will lead to people creating designer babies or aborting embryos that are not considered perfect.237 When looking at the available research surrounding both prenatal genetic testing,238 and in vitro or preimplantation genetic testing,239 it is clear that physicians are instrumental in whether patients decide to undergo this testing.240 Most physicians will only recommend preimplantation genetic testing if there is a known family history of a particular disease.241 However, today, prenatal genetic testing has become a routine part of pregnancy care.242 Similar to preimplantation genetic testing, prenatal genetic testing is often only suggested if the pregnancy is deemed to be high risk, meaning the woman is 35 years of age or older, or if blood tests done in women under the age of 35 show that there is a risk that the fetus has a genetic disorder.243 Since there are risks involved with both procedures, parents have to make a very well thought out decision weighing the pros and cons.

When parents decide to have in vitro genetic testing done, they undergo a similar process that infertile couples go through.244 Namely, the eggs are extracted from the mother and fertilized with the father’s sperm in a petri dish.245 When the embryos from the procedure are three days old, the doctor removes a single cell and analyzes the DNA.246 The embryos that do not have defective genes are then considered for implantation into the mother’s uterus.247 In vitro fertilization and genetic testing are expensive, but they ensure children will not inherit genes that will inhibit their quality of life.248 This testing also
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prevents couples from having to abort a pregnancy if examination of the fetus detects a severe genetic problem, since they will already know their fetus is healthy. 249

Parents who are deciding whether they should undergo any genetic testing procedure, whether it is preimplantation or prenatal, rely on their physicians. Often, people feel that physicians impose their views on the patient, which results in the patient making a decision based on what the physician wants, rather than what is actually in the best interest of the patient. 250 Genetic counselors are used to minimize the direct influence of healthcare providers. 251 Genetic counselors are supposed to be as non-directive as possible, while offering support and guidance by informing patients of what is available to them. 252

While there are positives and negatives regarding whether a woman should undergo any genetic testing, the decision ultimately comes down to the relationship patients have with their physician. When using the HBM, a theory that looks at how people form high degrees of self-efficacy, women are more inclined to take preventative action when they are high risk and then to weigh all of the pros and cons surrounding the options available to them. 253

Whether a patient decides to have in vitro or prenatal genetic testing, the information given to her by the physician and the relationship that they form is essential to the decision-making process. The patient-physician relationship is imperative to ensure that the patient feels confident in her decision to undergo the treatment. By applying the HBM, patients feel more confident in their relationship with their physician and in turn, physicians feel as if they are not as conflicted since they will be following an objective model. 254 While the HBM is neither perfect nor the only answer to this incredibly complicated problem, it is one way for physicians to attempt to provide the best possible care for their patients regardless of their personal beliefs. Although this paper primarily relates the HBM to in vitro genetic testing, the model can be applied to other situations where patients have to make difficult decisions.

A. HBM Model and In Vitro Genetic Testing

Relating the decision-making process of in vitro or prenatal genetic testing to the HBM is quite easy. When a couple goes into their first prenatal visit, the obstetrician must obtain a detailed medical and obstetric history. At that point, depending on whether or not the pregnancy is deemed to be “high risk,” a term typically used when the mother is over the age of thirty-five or if there is a family history or previous pregnancy with a genetic abnormality, the obstetrician will likely suggest an amniocentesis. 255 If the expectant mother is 35 years of age or older or has a history of genetic abnormalities, then she will have a blood test to screen for various genetic abnormalities such as Down Syndrome, Trisomy 13, and Trisomy 18 (perceived susceptibility). 256 Once the test results come back, then the parents and the doctors will identify if a condition is present, how serious it is, and
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what some of the implications could be (perceived severity). During the conversation, benefits regarding the “effectiveness of taking action to reduce the risk or seriousness,” which in many instances means medical termination of the pregnancy, will be discussed (perceived benefits). Once the information is presented to the couple by the doctor, the couple will discuss the various psychological costs of taking action (perceived barriers). Then the couple will decide whether they will medically terminate the pregnancy by looking at a variety of factors ranging from their moral values to their ability to care for a child with a genetic disability (cues-to-action). The couple will also ask themselves whether they have enough information about raising a disabled child, so they can sufficiently weigh the benefits of keeping or ending the pregnancy. The decision that parents make as to whether or not they will terminate the pregnancy is an example of the self-efficacy prong. While this example is related to an already pregnant couple who is considering prenatal testing, the same decision-making process can be related to those deciding to undergo in vitro genetic testing.

B. Role of Physician in In Vitro Genetic Testing

Parents-to-be are likely to have some degree of anxiety regarding their pregnancy. For some, it might be the age of the mother, and for others, it might be that it is their first pregnancy and they do not know what they should be expecting over the course of the next nine months. It is therefore up to the physician to ensure that each of her patients is well informed and supported, especially when blood test results come back suggesting that an expectant mother undergo prenatal genetic testing. Doctors and genetic counselors play a pivotal role in helping patients outline the crucial factors that the HBM posits so that they can be self-reliant when it comes to making the final decision. In fact, one study found that patients are most concerned with how physicians put their mind at ease in the initial visit. Additionally, the study discovered that low-income and minority patients are often more satisfied and therefore more likely to listen to the suggestions their obstetricians made, which is an important component of any health-related decision.

Another study looked at trait anxiety and the best ways to present information about prenatal genetic testing. Genetic testing is not a regular part of maternal care, and there are risks involved. For the couple to make an informed decision about whether to undergo particular genetic tests, they must process a considerable amount of information about “the tests, their risks and benefits, and the possible long-term consequences of their decisions.” The goal of the study was to test “the independent and combined roles of information modality and trait anxiety in cognitive responses to information about prenatal genetic testing.” The participants in this study “first completed a trait anxiety measure”
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and then received information regarding prenatal testing via one of three formats: audio, video or text.\textsuperscript{266} The study found that for highly anxious participants, viewing the video led to more distressing test-related thoughts and emotions than did the audio format.\textsuperscript{267} However, low-anxiety patients had a much more positive response and less distress to the video format than to the audio message.\textsuperscript{268} One possible reason for the preference of video over audio could be that with video, patients can see nonverbal cues, whereas, audio messages leaves a lot to the imagination.

Trait anxiety and information modalities on distress in response to information about prenatal genetic testing are related. Therefore, it is up to health professionals to ensure that all patients, regardless of trait anxiety levels, are offered the appropriate medium to learn about prenatal genetic testing procedures so they can make the most appropriate and well-educated decision. While all physicians should take the time to account for each patient’s individual needs and anxiety levels, male obstetricians will be more inclined to take the time to consider trait anxiety levels since the first study found that male obstetricians have more extended visits with patients.\textsuperscript{269} Female obstetricians should increase the length of their visits with patients to get a better sense of trait anxiety levels and enhance the physician-patient relationship.

Doctors play a crucial role in informing patients about the risk they have of being carriers of certain genetic disorders. It is up to the doctor to clearly and thoroughly inform the patient of the various benefits and risks involved with in vitro genetic testing. Given the role that doctors play in helping their patients make life-altering decisions, doctors must act in the best interest of their patients. The HBM reduces the personal beliefs that a physician brings to conversations with patients and allows a physician to listen to and better understand what her patients want, which in turn allows her to do what is best for her patients.

\textbf{C. HBM Applicability to Other Medical Decisions}

While this paper applies the HBM specifically to in vitro fertilization, the model can be useful in most situations where a healthcare professional is providing care to patients. When it comes to cases of abortion, the HBM can benefit patients and physicians, since it allows physicians to remove their personal views and lets them listen to why the patient is choosing this option. It also gives the physician an opportunity to address the concerns she has for the patient, while still allowing the patient to have her autonomy. Using the HBM makes the patient’s reasoning known to the physician, which allows for her to be more supportive of the patient.

The HBM is applicable to just about any patient population as well as any treatment option. The model can apply to cases involving elderly patients. For example, if an elderly patient asks about a procedure that the physician feels should be done in younger patients, the HBM allows the physician and the patient to have an open dialog, which leads the ultimate decision to be in the best interest of the patient. While the abortion and elder care case are brief examples, the model can and should be applied in situations where a patient bases a medical decision off of the relationship she has with her doctor.
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D. Limitations of the HBM

The HBM is not perfect. As stated throughout this paper, doctors and patients are human, which means that bias and opinions will be brought into any relationship. The HBM does not claim to get rid of physician bias; rather, it allows patients and physicians to have an open discussion around their goals and beliefs. The hope is that by engaging in an open conversation, the relationship will be strengthened, and the physician will be more supportive of the patient’s decision than she otherwise would have been had she not used the HBM. The HBM branches off of the bioethical model of trying to do what is best for the patient; however, unlike bioethics, it allows physicians to have a concrete model that guides their interactions with their patients.

Using a subjective model, like the HBM, lets physicians act in the best interest of the patient. A physician will continue to give her patients advice; however, patients will have a better understanding as to why the physician is making these suggestions. The HBM allows for better communication and benefits the physician-patient relationship by lessening the unproblematic suggestions that physicians make to patients regarding treatment options.

IV. CONCLUSION

Doctors and other healthcare professionals are human, which means that their personal beliefs will undoubtedly influence the way they interact with patients. Often, this means that patients do not receive the care they need or want. While the bioethics movement, paternalistic approach, and the religiously motivated doctor, all have good intentions, it is crucial for doctors to treat patients without making suggestions that are based on personal beliefs. Doctors who deny care do not do so because they want people to suffer. Rather, they deny care because they genuinely believe that it is in the best interest of their patient to do so. While the HBM is by no means perfect, it is a useful tool because it creates a set of six guiding principles that all physicians can rely on when it comes to deciding the type of care they will provide. The HBM limits the influence of physicians’ personal beliefs and allows doctors to rely on a subjective test to discuss different treatment options. The HBM can help physicians justify why they are providing the treatment or referring patients to another physician if they remain morally conflicted and unable to provide adequate care. When it comes to providing controversial procedures, physicians should employ the HBM, so they can uphold the Hippocratic ideal of offering care that is “good” for the patient.